NO. 4878 ADJUSTABLE FRAME AND COVER ASSEMBLY
AVAILABLE IN PEDESTRIAN OR INCIDENTAL TRAFFIC RATING

COVER INCLUDES:
* HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT BRACKETS
* TORSION ASSIST OPENING
* GUARD BARS
* "PACIFIC BELL" NAMEPLATE
* SLIP RESISTANT COVERS
(GALVANIZED STEEL ALSO AVAILABLE)

VAULT INCLUDES:
* 7/8" DIA. PULL IRONS (4EA.)
* 12" DIA. X 2" SUMP (1EA.)
* 1/2" DIA. PLASTIC INSERTS (16EA.)
* TERM-A-DUCTS PER CURRENT PACIFIC BELL SPECIFICATIONS
* RACKING PACKAGE PER CURRENT PACIFIC BELL SPECIFICATIONS

VAULT WEIGHT
7,900 LBS.

DRAWING MAY NOT CONFORM TO THE MOST CURRENT SPECIFICATION
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